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About This Game

A week from a Redneck's life:
Deer Diary:

Munday: Well, we crash-landed that UFO in the desert and Bubba says he wants to go home. Heck, I don't blame him 'cause
there ain't no place like Hickston. But according to my map, we're gonna have to blast our way through jack o' lope farms and a

riverboat as well as a brothel (Bubba can't wait) 'fore we get home again.
Toosday: Met new folks like Daisy Mae (she's purty). Bikers, pigs, cows and jack o' lopes. I think I even saw the King at the

Slurp n' Burp.
Winsday: Yeehaw! Got to joyride in a Swamp Buggy and a motorcycle that were both armed to the teeth. I hope those peoples I

ran over will be alrite. I still got a darn jack 'o lope stuck in the grill though.
Thersday: New ways to destroy stuff! I found over 10 weapons like a crossbow that shoots dynamite-loaded chickens and a

slingblade. Mmmm-Hmm!
Fri-day: Sure am hungry! I just need some good ol' redneck powerups like pork rinds, cow pies and some of my granpappy's

moonshine!
Saterday: Boy I sure so like those toe tapping tunes by that good ol' boy Mojo Nixon.

Sunday: Heck! With all the new places we been, I sure wish my kinfolk could've come along for the ride!
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Title: Redneck Rampage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Xatrix Entertainment
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 30 Apr, 1997

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1 GHz Processor (1.4 GHz recommended)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7 (compatible with DirectX 9 recommended)

Storage: 592 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English
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Definately worth it. If not just for the awesome new night maps and extra quad skins, then to support this amazing development
team that has been bringing out free updates since the very beginning of this game :D Absolutely love this DLC, somehow they
even made the Drawing Board look amazing XD Thanks Lugus for your continued support for this game!. Soundtrack- World's
Best Elevator Music 10\/10
Gameplay- Those socks never stop coming 10\/10
Characters- Pajama Sam- Enough Said 10\/10
Overall- 10\/10 damn it
Really, though. I played this game when I was young, and I couldn't believe it was on Steam. Brings back a lot of good
memories. If you live with kids or have kids of your own, Pajama Sam and pretty much anything else from Humongous is a
pretty good time waster, and honestly this stuff is probably really good for the brain, too haha.
Pajama Sam for Life. For such a cheaply priced game it's very much worth the price and shows quite a bit of talent on the part
of the developer.

I'll do some positives and negatives (overall I do love the game)

Positives

+ Great concept the idea of being the sole survivor of a plane crash and having to stumble your way through the game
+ Will likely take 2 hours or about that to finish your first play through with harder modes available.
+ Great visual feedback with things like blood splatter to show injury an even a visual depiction of your character
getting hypothermia to allow you to act before they potentially die.
+ Extremely tense this is closer to a rouge like game as one death and you start again, luckily each time you'll be a bit
better knowing more what to do.
+ Very much a game that rewards exploration but does have more going on
+ Quite extensive options menu (for the price) with Fahrenheit or Centigrade (Celsius) and WASD or Arrow controls

Negatives

- Other than achievements there is none of the other Steam integration features so no screenshots (at least screenshots
didn't work for me)

- The game is a little iffy explaining mechanics E.G. while you can go out gathering you'll normally only get berries and
some food, it's rare you'll get wood. The best way to get wood is to leave your camp and go through the scrolling area.
Or the game saying your body temperature will drop when you sleep without explaining that if you build up your fire
beyond a certain point your body temperature will go up after a sleep. Once you figure it out it's fine but it's a hump.

- RNG can and will screw you a lot. It's somewhat RNG when you'll get certain items from exploring and later in the
game Avalanches are a major way you can get screwed. I can attest to a run of 5+ almost one after another leading to
my losing. On top of that are random bears and the wolves that turn up in different areas later. I'd say this really is a
game where you have to be ok with it totally screwing you over sometimes and this would be a negative for some.

- Could do with a little extra explanation on the option as to what for example Theatre mode does or what changes for
Extreme difficulty
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Overall
The game costs so little and seems such good quality with the faults being ones fairly easily overcome or with RNG it's
kind of very subjective as to how much it impacts you I'd say for the price the faults and for the quality on display it's
very easy to overlook those negative points and it makes for quite an enjoyable time.. too hard to get vac banned in smh
my head. Demon hunter is an amazing range class, and close quarters AOE melee. You have to unlock melee through
skill points and damage is based on that, but if you get relics with smite or poison you will tear down groups in seconds.
Gun does most damage though as it does not rely on skills, only on base damage. Skills are dash, spinning knifes,
chance to throw knife, damaging enemies below 50% hp gives bonus damage done by you, and healing from melee or
mana by gun per hit.

  Demonspawn class is amazing, it very heavily focuses on mana. The fact that you have to unlock it gives you a reason
to beat the campaign. It attacks quickly, is range only, and because of wings it flies over obstacles other classes couldnt
go over (being in dungeon while flying off map is easy grind). Every time the demonspawn hits an enemy it regains a
bit of hp. Some of its skills are that it damages and knocks enemies in the air with a spike skill, which also stuns. And a
(blood beam) that does weak damage unupgraded but can be a devestating weapon.

Mevius, the last boss of the dlc, is absolutely intense. With 3 phases and how he quickly changes between each makes
satans fight look like a piece of cake.

This is the best dlc by far. Unfortunitely and obviously it does require predecessing dlc excluding forest lady. It took
about 11 hours for me to beat this dlc and unlock demonspawn.

TL:DR? This dlc is amazing, buy it.. short and nice hidden item adventure. :). So, first of all: I know that I have barely
played this game at all BUT I can say something about the game:
+ Great visuals
+ Great sound
+ Great gameplay
+ It's super fun
+ Eddie Lee is awesome
- (There is basically nothing bad I found.)

Now to the point why I haven't played a lot of this game yet. The thing is, that I want to enjoy the game and not just
rush it. Since I have no time at all, playing games can be hard. Really hard but I can guarantee that this game is
awesome! Definitely worth a try!
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Pretty mature tower defense. Have some glitches, but gameplay is really hardcore.. HyperRogue is an innovative game that
brings a new twist to the roguelike genre. Its vast range of lands and environments and the music that goes with them make
every game a new and varied experience.

A brilliant game that I would thoroughly recommend.. I found about the game on EVW's channel, I saw a sneak peak of the
game and thought it may be a fun quick platformer.

It is deffinetly a really fun, quick paste, very nice music platformer.

Really enjoyed it and if you are thinking of buying this game deffinetly buy it.

1. Really cheap for how good it is.
2. Really fun.
3. Challenging
4. Very unique. Percect game for treadmills

Even setup doesn't mention it, this game support keyboard WASD for locomotion, so it works on treadmills. I just tried that on
ROVR 2 and, guys, it works flawlessly, the best that I have tried so far, including game like Serious Sam or Doom 3 BFG, that
also support keyboard. l I would like to express my sincere thanks to developer!
. It has a lot of potential, but definitely could use some tweaking.

Tweaks I'd like to see:

Reduced cooldown time between scare.
Reducing scare meter take away.
Increase scare items pay out.
Reduce scare cost.

I got into the cycle of only being able to scare someone and it would just get give me back what I just lost.
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